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Abstract—Partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs) have been widely used in many robotic applications for sequential decision-making under uncertainty. POMDP online planning algorithms such as Partially Observable Monte-Carlo Planning (POMCP) can solve very large POMDPs with the goal of maximizing the expected return. But the resulting policies cannot provide safety guarantees which are imperative for real-world safety-critical tasks (e.g., autonomous driving). In this work, we consider safety requirements represented as almost-sure reach-avoid specifications (i.e., the probability to reach a set of goal states is one and the probability to reach a set of unsafe states is zero). We compute shields that restrict unsafe actions which would violate the almost-sure reach-avoid specifications. We then integrate these shields into the POMCP algorithm for safe POMDP online planning. We propose four distinct shielding methods, differing in how the shields are computed and integrated, including factored variants designed to improve scalability. Experimental results on a set of benchmark domains demonstrate that the proposed shielding methods successfully guarantee safety (unlike the baseline POMCP without shielding) on large POMDPs, with negligible impact on the runtime for online planning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs) provide a general framework for sequential decision-making under uncertainty and have been widely used in many robotic applications [1], [2]. For example, POMDP modeling and planning have been applied to robot localization and navigation [3], autonomous driving [4], human-robot interaction [5], and multi-robot coordination [6]. POMDP online planning is a paradigm where the policy computation and execution are interleaved: the agent computes an optimal action based on the current belief state, executes the action, receives an observation, and continues by computing an action for the resulting new belief state. Online planning can scale up to solve larger POMDPs than offline planning where a policy is computed for all possible belief states before execution [7].

Modern sampling-based algorithms (e.g., POMCP [8], DESPOT [9]) further improve the scalability of POMDP online planning by representing belief states as collections of particles without explicit belief state tracking by Bayes filtering. The goal of these algorithms is to compute (approximately) optimal policies that maximize the expected return. But the resulting policies cannot provide safety guarantees (e.g., never visit unsafe states), which are imperative for real-world safety-critical robotic tasks (e.g., autonomous driving).

Prior work has proposed various ways to account for (safety) constraints within POMDP online planning. The cost-constrained POMCP algorithm [10] seeks to compute optimal actions that maximize the reward while constraining the cost. A constant-horizon planning method is developed in [11] for chance-constrained POMDPs (i.e., maximizing the cumulative expected reward such that the probability of ending up in risky states is at most δ). An online method is proposed in [12] for synthesizing partial conditional plans that satisfy safe-reachability objectives (i.e., reaching a goal state with probability greater than δ1 while keeping the probability of visiting unsafe states below δ2).

In this work, we consider stricter safety requirements represented as almost-sure reach-avoid specifications [13], where the probability to reach a set of goal states is one and the probability to reach a set of unsafe (avoid) states is zero. We construct shields that restrict unsafe actions based on pre-computed winning regions (i.e., sets of POMDP belief support states) that satisfy almost-sure reach-avoid specifications. Then, we integrate these shields with the POMCP algorithm for safe POMDP online planning.

We propose four distinct shielding methods, differing in how the shields are constructed and integrated. In centralized shielding, we construct a shield based on the maximal winning region of the entire POMDP model. By contrast, in factored shielding, we decompose a large POMDP into a set of smaller models based on the factorization of the state space and compute winning regions for each factored model separately. We shield actions for the POMCP algorithm via either prior pruning (checking if any action of the current belief state should be shielded) or on-the-fly backtracking (checking every action encountered during simulation).

We evaluate the proposed methods via experiments on a set of benchmark domains. The experimental results show that the proposed shielding methods can guarantee safety, while policies computed by the baseline (POMCP without shielding) cannot avoid unsafe states completely. Moreover, the search time per planning step of our shielding methods is comparable with the baseline. Factored shielding methods demonstrate better scalability than centralized shielding methods. We observe that on-the-fly backtracking generally yields higher expected return than prior pruning.

II. RELATED WORK

Our work is inspired by [13], where winning regions are computed to enforce almost-sure reach-avoid specifications in POMDPs. In recent work [14], these are then used
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for shielding in safe reinforcement learning. We apply the methods of [13] to compute winning regions and consider shielding in the context of POMDP online planning. We also develop a new algorithm of computing factored winning regions for solving large POMDPs.

A rule-based shielding of the POMCP algorithm is presented in [15], where shields are obtained by learning parameters for a set of rule templates defined by experts. An example rule template is “the robot should move fast if it is highly confident that the aisle in which it is moving is not cluttered”. By analyzing belief-action traces previously generated by the agent, the rule template is instantiated as “the robot usually moves fast if the probability of being in a cluttered segment is lower than 7%”. The learnt rules “the robot usually moves fast if the probability of being in a cluttered segment is lower than 7%”. The learnt rules

Since POMDP states are partially observable, the agent keeps track of a history of actions and observations, denoted by \( h_t = \{ a_0, \ldots, a_{t-1}, a_t \} \), and chooses an action \( a_t \) at time \( t \) following a policy \( \pi \) that maps \( h_t \) to \( \text{Dist}(A) \). A policy is deterministic if it always picks a Dirac distribution. For POMDP online planning that seeks to maximize the expected return, it suffices to only consider deterministic policies [7].

A belief state at time \( t \) represents the posterior probability distribution of being in each state given the history, denoted by \( b_t(s) = \Pr(s_t = s|h_t) \) for \( s \in S \). The initial belief state \( b_0 \) represents a distribution over initial states of the POMDP. The belief \( b_t \) at time \( t \) can be obtained via a belief update function \( b_t = \tau(b_{t-1}, a_{t-1}, o_t) \) following Bayes’ rule. We denote by \( \text{Supp}(b) := \{ s \in S | b(s) > 0 \} \) the belief support of a belief \( b \). Let \( \Pr^b_T(T) \) denote the probability to reach a set \( T \subseteq S \) of states from belief \( b \) under policy \( \pi \).

B. Almost-Sure Reach-Avoid Specifications

We consider almost-sure reach-avoid specifications [13], denoted by \( \varphi = \langle \text{REACH}, \text{AVOID} \rangle \subseteq S \times S \) with \( \text{REACH} \cap \text{AVOID} = \emptyset \). We say that a POMDP policy \( \pi \) is winning for \( \varphi \) from belief \( b \) iff \( \Pr^b_T(\text{REACH}) = 0 \) and \( \Pr^b_T(\text{REACH}) = 1 \). We denote by \( \text{Supp}(b) := \{ s \in S | b(s) > 0 \} \) the belief support of a belief \( b \). Let \( \Pr^b_T(T) \) denote the probability to reach a set \( T \subseteq S \) of states from belief \( b \) under policy \( \pi \).

We define a winning region \( W_\varphi \) for an almost-sure reach-avoid specification \( \varphi \) as a set of belief supports where every belief support \( \text{Supp}(b) \in W_\varphi \) is winning (i.e., there exists a winning policy \( \pi \) for \( \varphi \) from \( b \)). The maximal winning region for \( \varphi \) is the region containing all winning belief supports. A winning region \( W_\varphi \) is called productive if, from every belief support \( \text{Supp}(b) \in W_\varphi \), there exists a (finite) path to stay within the region and reach some state in \( \text{REACH} \). An agent that stays within a productive winning region \( W_\varphi \) is guaranteed to satisfy the almost-sure reach-avoid specification \( \varphi \). We can apply the SAT-based iterative approach in [13] to compute productive subsets of the maximal winning region.

C. Partially Observable Monte-Carlo Planning

In this work, we adopt a widely used POMDP online planning algorithm named Partially Observable Monte Carlo Planning (POMCP) [8]. At each time step \( t \), the POMCP algorithm uses Monte Carlo tree search [19] to explore a search tree whose root node is denoted by \( T(h_t) = (N(h_t), V(h_t), \beta(h_t)) \), where \( N(h_t) \) counts the number of times that history \( h_t \) has been visited, \( V(h_t) \) estimates the expected return of all simulations starting with \( h_t \), and \( \beta(h_t) \) is a set of particles (each of which corresponds to a POMDP state) as an approximation of belief \( h_t \). The algorithm repeats the following four phases.

1) Selection: Randomly sample a state \( s \) from \( \beta(h_t) \).
2) Expansion: Once a leaf node \( T(h) \) is reached, expand the search tree with child nodes \( T(ha) = (N_{init}(ha), V_{init}(ha), \emptyset) \) for all actions \( a \in A \).
3) Simulation: For each history \( h \) encountered during the simulation, choose an action \( a \) that maximizes...
$V(ha) + c\sqrt{\frac{\log N(h)}{N(ha)}}$ following the upper confidence bound (UCB) rule for balancing between exploration and exploitation if $\mathcal{T}(h)$ is a non-leaf node; otherwise, choose an action $a$ following a rollout policy (e.g., uniform random action selection). Then, use a black box simulator $(s', o, r) \sim G(s, a)$ to generate a successor state $s'$ and add it to the particle set $\beta(hao)$. The simulation continues with $s'$ as the start state until the simulated path attains a target depth.

4) **Backpropagation:** Use the information obtained from the simulation to update the nodes (i.e., $N$ counts, $V$ values, $\beta$ particles) along the path from the root node to the leaf node in the search tree.

The planning for time step $t$ ends when a target number of iterations of the above four phases have been completed (or a timeout elapses). Then, the agent executes the optimal action $a_t = \arg\max_a V(h_t a)$ and receives an observation $o_{t+1}$. The algorithm continues the online planning for the next time step with a search tree rooted from node $\mathcal{T}(h_t a_t o_{t+1})$.

The POMCP algorithm scales well because it breaks the curse of dimensionality (by sampling states from a particle set) and the curse of history (by sampling histories using a black box simulator).

### IV. Motivating Example

Consider an example of a robot navigating in the grid world environment shown in Figure 1. Let $g_{ij}$ denote the grid location in row $i$ and column $j$. We model the environment as a POMDP with the state space $S = \{g_{ij}\}$ for $1 \leq i, j \leq 6$. The robot can take four actions to move *east*, *south*, *west*, and *north*, respectively. For each action, the robot moves to the target location with probability 0.8 or overshoots by one location with probability 0.2 due to slippery roads. The robot starts in $g_{11}$ and aims to reach the flag in $g_{66}$ for which it will receive a reward of 1,000. The step cost is 1 and the cost of colliding with an obstacle is 5. The robot’s location during the trip is uncertain due to noisy sensors. Thus, we use POMDP belief states to represent the posterior probability distribution of the robot being in each grid given the history, with the initial belief $b_0(g_{11}) = 1$.

Applying the POMCP algorithm to the above example yields one possible trajectory of the robot: $g_{11} \xrightarrow{east} g_{15} \xrightarrow{east} g_{16} \xrightarrow{south} g_{26} \xrightarrow{south} g_{46} \xrightarrow{south} g_{66}$. This trajectory exhibits unsafe behavior of the robot colliding into the obstacle in $g_{15}$.

In this work, we aim to tackle this problem by developing novel methods that can guarantee safety during the POMDP online planning.

### V. Centralized Shielding

We consider safety requirements represented as almost-sure reach-avoid specifications (cf. Section III-B). Given a POMDP and an almost-sure reach-avoid specification $\varphi$, we compute a (large) productive winning region $W_\varphi$ of the POMDP by applying the SAT-based iterative approach of [13] incrementally to a fixpoint. We define a **centralized shield** $\chi : b \rightarrow 2^A$ which, for any winning belief state $b$ of the POMDP, gives allowed actions $\chi(b)$, which exclusively lead to belief support states within the winning region $W_\varphi$. In practice, we do not compute such a shield explicitly. Instead, we only store the winning region $W_\varphi$, and decide whether to allow any encountered action on-the-fly by checking if $W_\varphi$ contains the resulting belief support states.

We present two different ways of extending the POMCP algorithm with centralized shields for safe POMDP online planning, namely **prior pruning** and **on-the-fly backtracking**, in Sections V-A and V-B, respectively.

#### A. Prior Pruning

At each time step $t$, we find all actions disallowed by the shield $\chi(\beta(h_t))$ and prune the corresponding tree branches from the root node $\mathcal{T}(h_t)$ before the POMCP algorithm iterations. Specifically, for each action $a \in A$, we loop through every state $s \in \beta(h_t)$ and add successor states $s'$ generated by a black box simulator $(s', o, r) \sim G(s, a)$ to the set $\beta(h_t a o)$. We check if these belief support updates are contained in the winning region $W_\varphi$.

Following the motivating example, suppose that the history at time step 1 is $h_1 = \{east, g_{13}\}$, and the particle set is $\beta(h_1) = \{g_{12}, g_{13}\}$. Consider an almost-sure reach-avoid specification $\varphi$ with REACH $= \{g_{66}\}$ and AVOID $= \{g_{15}, g_{21}, g_{34}, g_{62}\}$. We find that the shield $\chi(\beta(h_t))$ disallows action *east* because it may lead to a set of belief support states $\{g_{13}, g_{14}, g_{15}\}$ that are not contained in the winning region $W_\varphi$ (since $g_{15}$ is not a winning belief support state). We prune the tree branch of action *east* at node $\mathcal{T}(h_t)$. The unsafe robot trajectory in Section IV would be prevented.

**Correctness.** At each step $t$, any unsafe actions leading to non-winning belief support states are pruned. The agent selects the optimal action $a_t$ that is expected to yield winning beliefs, in an approximate sense, in accordance with the almost-sure reach-avoid specification $\varphi$. It is important to note that, as POMCP is a sampling-based algorithm, there is a risk that approximate belief states might overlook unsafe states, leading to false positives. However, with a sufficiently large particle set, the POMDP policy derived from centralized shielding with prior pruning, can offer safety guarantees.
B. On-the-Fly Backtracking

The prior pruning approach can only shield actions at the root node $T(h_i)$, without considering the safety of simulated paths, which may cause the value of $V(h_i, a)$ to be estimated based on unsafe simulations. To address this limitation, we propose the following on-the-fly backtracking procedure.

During the simulation phase of the POMCP algorithm, when an action $a$ is chosen (by the UCB rule or rollout) for history $h$ and a successor state $s'$ is generated by a black box simulator $(s', o, r) \sim G(s, a)$, we check if the updated particle set $\beta(hao) \cup \{s'\}$ is contained in the winning region $W_i$. If the resulting particle set is not winning, we prune the tree branch starting from node $T(h_1)$; that is, action $a$ would be shielded at node $T(h)$.

For example, suppose that state $s = g_{13}$ is sampled from the particle set $\beta(h_{13}) = \{g_{12}, g_{13}\}$ and action east is chosen. Suppose that the black box simulator yields a successor state $s' = g_{15} \in \text{AVOID}$. Thus, we would shield action east at node $T(h_{13})$ and prevent the robot colliding into the obstacle.

**Correctness.** At each step $t$, the selected optimal action $a_t$ has been encountered during the simulation and is allowed by a centralized shield via on-the-fly backtracking. Thus, the resulting POMDP policy is safe.

VI. FACTORED SHIELDING

The practical applicability of centralized shielding is limited by the computational effort required to obtain the winning region, which is correlated with the POMDP model size. To improve scalability, we develop a factored shielding method, where we decompose a POMDP model into a set of smaller submodels (see Section VI-A), compute a winning region for each submodel (see Section VI-B), and integrate the set of obtained winning regions into the POMCP algorithm (see Section VI-C). We show the correctness of the proposed method in Section VI-D.

A. Decomposing a POMDP Model

Given a POMDP model $M = (S, A, O, T, R, Z)$, we decompose it into a set of $N$ smaller POMDP models $M_i = (S_i, A_i, O_i, T_i, R_i, Z_i)$ for $1 \leq i \leq N$ based on the factorization of the state space such that $S = \bigcup_i S_i$. We can leverage problem-specific knowledge to achieve an efficient decomposition scheme.

For example, we decompose the POMDP model $M$ of the motivating example (see Section IV) into four submodels, corresponding to the four rooms shown in Figure 1. The state space $S_1$ of submodel $M_1$ includes 9 grid locations covered by room I (i.e., $\{g_{ij}\}$ for $1 \leq i, j \leq 3$) and 4 outlet locations $\{g_{41}, g_{15}, g_{41}, g_{51}\}$ that can be reached by the robot when it makes an action in room I (e.g., moving east in $g_{13}$ or moving south in $g_{11}$). We include these outlet locations as absorbing states in $M_1$. The action space is $A_1 = A$. The set $O_1 \subseteq O$ only captures relevant observations of submodel states $S_1$. The transition function $T_1 : S_1 \times A_1 \rightarrow \text{Dist}(S_1)$, the reward function $R_1 : S_1 \times A_1 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, and the observation function $Z_1 : S_1 \times A_1 \rightarrow \text{Dist}(O_1)$ are projections of the original POMDP model’s transition function $T$, reward function $R$, and observation function $Z$ onto the submodel $M_1$, respectively. We define submodels $M_2, M_3$ and $M_4$ corresponding to rooms II, III and IV in a similar way.

B. Computing Factored Winning Regions

Given a set of factored POMDP models $\{M_i\}_{i=1}^N$ and an almost-sure reach-avoid specification $\varphi = \langle \text{REACH}, \text{AVOID} \rangle$, we compute a set of winning regions $\{W_i\}_{i=1}^N$ to encode factored shields following Algorithm 1.

First, for each model $M_i$, we determine the set of initial states $S_{i, \text{init}}$, reach states $S_{i, \text{reach}}$, and avoid states $S_{i, \text{avoid}}$. Following the previous example, we define the initial states of $M_1$ as $S_{1, \text{init}} = \{g_{11}, g_{12}, g_{13}, g_{31}\}$, including the robot’s initial location $g_{11}$ and three inlet locations that can be reached when the robot enters from an adjacent room. Note that we exclude the inlet location $g_{21} \in \text{AVOID}$ from $S_{1, \text{init}}$. We initialize the set of reach states as $S_{1, \text{reach}} = \text{REACH} \cap S_1$ and the set of avoid states as $S_{1, \text{avoid}} = \text{AVOID} \cap S_1$. In this example, $M_4$ is the only model initialized with a non-empty reach set $S_{4, \text{reach}} = \{g_{46}\}$.

We compute a productive winning region $W_4$ for the POMDP model $M_4$ by applying the SAT-based iterative approach in [13] incrementally to a fixpoint. Since the robot may enter room IV directly from rooms II or III, we consider $M_2$ and $M_3$ as adjacent models of $M_4$ and add pairs $(2, 4)$, $(3, 4)$ to a queue.

While the queue is non-empty, we remove the first element $(i, j)$ of the queue and check if the reach set $S_{i, \text{reach}}$ should be updated based on the winning region $W_j$. Suppose that $(2, 4)$ is removed from the queue and $S_{2, \text{reach}} = \emptyset$. We find the winning region $W_4$ containing the outlet states $\{g_{46}, g_{56}\}$ of model $M_2$ that the robot may encounter when moving from room II to room IV. We update the reach set as $S_{2, \text{reach}} = \{g_{46}, g_{56}\}$ and compute an updated winning region $W_2'$. Once a model’s reach set and winning region are updated, we add all of its adjacent models to the queue. Algorithm 1 terminates when the queue is empty and returns the union of all factored winning regions $\bigcup_{i=1}^N W_i$.

C. Shielding POMCP with Factored Winning Regions

We integrate the POMCP algorithm with factored winning regions via prior pruning or on-the-fly backtracking similar to the centralized shielding method described in Section V.

Factored shielding with prior pruning. At each step $t$, before the POMCP algorithm explore the tree with root node $T(h_{13})$, we compute $\beta(h, ao)$ for each action $a \in A$ and prune any action that may lead to belief support states not contained in factored winning regions $\bigcup_{i=1}^N W_i$. We shield any action that leads to non-winning simulated beliefs.
Algorithm 1: Computing factored winning regions

Input: A set of factored POMDP models \( \{ \mathcal{M}^i \}_{i=1}^N \), an almost-sure reach-avoid specification \( \varphi \)

Output: A set of winning regions \( \{ W^i_\varphi \}_{i=1}^N \)

1. determine \( S^i_{\text{init}}, S^i_{\text{reach}}, S^i_{\text{avoid}} \) of each model \( \mathcal{M}^i \)
2. \( \text{queue} \leftarrow [ ] \)

3. foreach model \( \mathcal{M}^j \) with a non-empty set \( S^j_{\text{reach}} \) do
   4. compute winning region \( W^j_\varphi \)
   5. foreach adjacent model \( \mathcal{M}^k \) of \( \mathcal{M}^j \) do
      6. \( \text{queue.put}( (k, j) ) \)

7. while \( \text{queue} \) is non-empty do
   8. \( (i, j) = \text{queue.get()} \)
   9. if \( S^i_{\text{reach}} \) should be updated based on \( W^j_\varphi \) then
      10. compute the updated winning region \( W^j_\varphi \)
      11. foreach adjacent model \( \mathcal{M}^k \) of \( \mathcal{M}^i \) do
         12. \( \text{queue.put}( (k, i) ) \)

14. return \( \bigcup_{i=1}^N W^i_\varphi \)

D. Correctness

Lemma 1. Given a POMDP model \( \mathcal{M} \) whose decomposition yields a set of factored models \( \{ \mathcal{M}^i \}_{i=1}^N \), and an almost-sure reach-avoid specification \( \varphi \), the output of Algorithm 1 forms a productive winning region of \( \mathcal{M} \) with respect to \( \varphi \).

Proof. Let \( W := \bigcup_{i=1}^N W^i_\varphi \) denote the output of Algorithm 1. We need to show that, from every belief support in \( W \), there exists a finite path to stay within the region \( W \) and reach some states in the set \( \text{REACH} \) of \( \varphi \), according to the definition of productive winning region (cf. Section III-B).

Consider a belief support \( \text{Supp}(b_0) \in W \) that belongs to the winning region \( W^i_\varphi \) of model \( \mathcal{M}^i \). Since \( W^i_\varphi \) is productive towards the set \( S^i_{\text{reach}} \) by construction, there exists a finite path from \( \text{Supp}(b_0) \) to \( \text{Supp}(b_n) \subseteq S^i_{\text{reach}} \) while staying within \( W^i_\varphi \) along the path. If model \( \mathcal{M}^i \) was initialized with a non-empty set \( S^i_{\text{reach}} = \text{REACH} \cap S^i \), then the path has reached the set \( \text{REACH} \). Otherwise, \( S^i_{\text{reach}} \) was initialized as an empty set but updated with some winning belief support of adjacent model \( \mathcal{M}^j \). Thus, \( \text{Supp}(b_k) \in W^j_\varphi \) and there exists a finite path from \( \text{Supp}(b_k) \) to \( \text{Supp}(b_{n_k}) \subseteq S^k_{\text{reach}} \) while staying within \( W^j_\varphi \) along the path. We can prove by induction that the path would eventually reach some states in \( \text{REACH} \) while staying within the region \( W^j_\varphi \).

Based on the above lemma, we can follow the correctness argument of centralized shielding in Section V to show that integrating the POMCP algorithm with factored shielding via prior pruning or on-the-fly backtracking yields safe POMDP policies that satisfy almost-sure reach-avoid specifications.

Remark. We note that the union of factored winning regions computed by Algorithm 1 could be a subset of the winning region used in centralized shielding.

Consider the grid world environment shown in Figure 2, where the robot navigation model follows the one for the motivating example (see Section IV). When applying the centralized shielding method, we find that \( g_{14} \) is a winning belief support state, since there exists a winning policy that yields the following trajectory: \( g_{14} \xrightarrow{\text{west}} g_{13} \xrightarrow{\text{east}} g_{15} \xrightarrow{\text{south}} g_{25} \xrightarrow{\text{east}} g_{26} \xrightarrow{\text{south}} g_{16} \xrightarrow{\text{south}} g_{96} \).

Now we apply Algorithm 1 for the factored shielding. We start by computing the winning region \( W^2_\varphi \) of model \( \mathcal{M}^2 \) corresponding to room IV. We update the reach set of model \( \mathcal{M}^2 \) for the adjacent room II to \( S^2_{\text{reach}} = \{ g_{15}, g_{56} \} \) and compute the winning region \( W^2_\varphi \). We find that \( g_{14} \notin W^2_\varphi \), because there does not exist a safe path for the robot to reach \( S^2_{\text{reach}} \) from \( g_{14} \) while avoiding obstacles with probability one. The robot would collide with the obstacle in \( g_{16} \) with probability 0.2 if it moved east, or collide with the obstacle in \( g_{24} \) with probability 0.8 if it moved south. Next, we update the reach set of model \( \mathcal{M}^1 \) for room I to \( S^1_{\text{reach}} = \{ g_{15} \} \) and compute the winning region \( W^1_\varphi \). To make \( g_{14} \) a winning belief support state, we would want \( g_{12} \) and \( g_{13} \) to be contained in \( W^1_\varphi \) such that the robot can move west from \( g_{14} \). Unfortunately, starting from \( g_{12} \) or \( g_{13} \), the robot is not guaranteed to reach \( S^1_{\text{reach}} = \{ g_{15} \} \) with probability one. Thus, \( g_{14} \) is not contained the factored winning regions.

VII. EXPERIMENTS

We built a prototype implementation of our shielding-enabled POMCP techniques as an extension of the PRISM model checking tool [20], with shields generated by the implementation from [13]. We then evaluated it on a set of benchmark POMDP domains adapted from [13].

- **Obstacle**: A robot navigates in \( N \times N \) grid world environments, aiming to reach certain target locations while avoiding static obstacles. The reward function employed is identical to the one presented in the motivating example (cf. Section IV).
- **Refuel**: A robot navigates in \( N \times N \) grid world environments and consumes energy at every movement. The robot may recharge at refuel stations to the full battery capacity \( E \). Noisy sensors introduce uncertainty...
about the robot’s location and battery level. The robot’s goal is to reach destinations while avoiding obstacles or running out of the battery. The cost structure is: moving incurs a cost of 1, idling also costs 1 due to the lack of energy to move, and refueling to full energy is set at a cost of 3 to discourage unnecessary refueling. The reward for reaching the target is set at 1000.

- **Rocks**: A robot navigates in $N \times N$ grid world environments with $R$ rocks that are either valuable or dangerous to collect. To find out the quality of a rock with certainty, the robot has to sample it from an adjacent grid. The robot aims to reach target locations while avoiding sampling any dangerous rock. The cost structure assigns a value of 1 to each action, whether moving, rock-sensing, or rock-sampling, and imposes a higher cost of 20 for encountering a bad rock. Successfully reaching the target yields a reward of 1000.

We use the following hyper-parameters for the POMCP algorithm: the number of simulations in each step’s online planning is 40,000; the simulation depth is 200; and the number of particles sampled from the initial state distribution is 10,000. We set the time-out for computing a winning region to be one hour. All experiments were run on a CentOS-7 machine with a 64GB Java memory limit.

Table VII shows the experimental results. For each POMDP model, we report the model parameters, the number of states $|S|$, observations $|O|$, and transitions $|T|$. We compare the performance of the baseline (i.e., POMCP without shielding) and four variants of the proposed shielding methods in terms of the following metrics: search time per planning step, expected return, and occurrences of unsafe states. The results shown in Table VII are the average over 10 runs of each method. We draw the following key insights from the results.

The proposed shielding methods can guarantee safety but the baseline does not. Across all models, the POMCP algorithm without shielding yields non-zero occurrences of unsafe states, while all four variants of the proposed shielding methods avoid unsafe states completely.

The proposed shielding methods have comparable search time per planning step with the baseline. This means that imposing shielding adds negligible overhead for the online planning. In some cases (e.g., Refuel(6,8)), shielding methods yield faster search than the baseline thanks to the pruning of tree branches. It only takes a few seconds to pre-compute winning regions for the shielding in most cases (except those time-out cases mentioned below).

Factored shielding has better scalability than centralized shielding. For some cases including Refuel(12,8), Rocksam-ple(8,4), and Rocksam-plesample(9,6), centralized shielding fails to compute (fixpoint) winning regions before the time-out. By contrast, factored shielding scales up to large POMDP models with millions of states, since it only requires us to compute a set of smaller factored winning regions.

On-the-fly backtracking generally yields higher expected return than prior pruning. Intuitively, on-the-fly backtracking chooses optimal actions based on node values estimated from safe simulated paths, while prior pruning only considers safety at the root node level and may choose locally optimal actions that cost more in the long run.

### VIII. Conclusion

In this work, we developed four distinct shielding methods, differing in how the shields are computed and integrated with the POMCP algorithm, for safe POMDP online planning with respect to almost-sure reach-avoid specifications. Experimental results on a set of benchmark domains demonstrate that the proposed shielding methods successfully guarantee safety (unlike the baseline POMCP without shielding), with negligible impact on the runtime for online planning. In particular, factored shielding methods can scale up to solve large POMDP models with millions of states.

There are several directions to explore for possible future work. First, we will evaluate the proposed methods on a wider range of POMDP domains, beyond those benchmark domains considered in our experiments. Second, we will explore a principled way to achieve efficient POMDP model decomposition schemes for factored shielding. Finally, we would like to apply the proposed methods to robotic tasks in real-world scenarios (e.g., autonomous driving).
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